OMF - Safety Incident report
Near Miss Report
A near miss is a potential hazard or incident that has not resulted in any personal injury. This report is
intended as a means to communicate unsafe conditions or unsafe behavior. Please use this form to
notify your supervisor of any situation that has potential to cause an incident/accident. This form will
be reviewed by your supervisor and the OMF Safety Committee. Recommendations for correction will
be made to address the issue. Safety is everyone’s responsibility.
Location of incident

Date

City Hall Roof

Time
Description of incident/potential hazard

AM

12/10/13

PM

Employee was using an out of date body harness, connected to a key ring,

connected to a bike lock chain, that was wrapped around a column. He was using this set up during refueling of the generator

on the roof. The key ring stretched and the employee almost fell off the roof.

Employee signature

Date

(Optional)

Description of incident

Incident Investigation
Same as above.

Causes (Primary and Contributing)

Equipment is outdated, lack of proper tie downs at area, no written procedure for

specific task.
In the OMF Safety Meeting we reviewed the incident report as well as interviewed the department representative regarding the facts surrounding this

situation. Based on our review the following actions are recommended: 1)Development of proper procedures for this specific task.

Corrective Action Recommended (Remove the hazard, replace, repair, or retrain)

2)Review equipment including

PPE and replace as needed within 60 days or before the task is scheduled to be performed again. 3) Provide training w/developed procedures for all
employees responsible for doing this task. 4)Schedule in place for monitoring equipment , training and to review procedures. 5)Contact Mike Cave
with City Risk for any help with completing steps 1-4. These are committee recommendations. Please respond by 1/31/14 The committee finds this
Issue is of critical importance.

Signed

Paula Wendorf (OMF Safety Committee Chairperson)

Date

12/20/2013

Not completed for the following reason
Management

Date

Please submit this form to your immediate supervisor. Immediate supervisors will submit to Bureau supervisor. Bureau supervisor will review and file for
review by the OMF Safety Committee. OMF Safety Committee will determine recommendations and submit to Bureau supervisor for action. OMF Safety
Committee to add to Incident Matrix for quarterly review. All completed forms should be filed in assigned bureau location.

